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Anti-Corruption and Governance
P.M. Thomas

SVO/ICF

“Good government” plays an important role in the development process, and “requires the

highest standards of integrity, openness and transparency”. The main requisites for good governance

include:

(1) political legitimacy for the state through democratic elections and transfer of power and an

effective political opposition and representative government,

(2) accountability and transparency in the sharing of information,

(3) separation of powers,

(4) effective internal and external audit,

(5) effective means of combating corruption and nepotism,

(6) competence of public servants,

(7) impartial and accessible justice systems; and

(8) the absence of arbitrary government power.  Action towards curtailing corruption is perceived

as a commitment towards creating good government. As such, discussion of corruption is

almost always conducted within the framework of good governance.

Reforming Campaign Finance
The dynamics of electoral politics create opportunities for corruption, particularly the financial

requirements to obtain and retain office. Reforms of political processes and systems should be an

integral part of the government’s overall anti-corruption program.

 Increasing public oversight
There is a need to increase significantly the information made available to the general public

on the performance of elected and appointed officials. Participation of the civil society forms an

integral part in this process.

There are things known and there are things unknown, and in between

are the doors of perception.

Aldous Huxley
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 Reforming Budget processes
 Enhance the integrity and effectiveness of government wide agency level financial management

systems; improve program performance monitoring and evaluation; simplifying public procurement,

and limiting congressional discretion over detailed line-items and strictly enforcing public finance

rules.

Improving Meritocracy in the civil service
Restructure the civil service to reinforce merit and provide adequate financial compensation

and accountability for performance.

Targeting selected departments and agencies
Based on perception survey, the following initial list of target agencies demand intervention:

Bureau of Internal Revenue, Bureau of Customs, Department of Public Works and Highways,

Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Department of Education, Culture and Sports,

national Irrigation Administration, Department of Health, Department of Interior and Local

Government, National Power Corporation, and Bureau of Immigration.

Enhancing sanctions against corruption
 Fast-tracking high-profile cases of alleged graft and corruption; supporting capacity building

in forensic audit at the Commission on Audit and corruption prevention at the civil service, efficient

sharing of information, streamlining and simplifying regulatory framework involving corruption and

civil service codes of conduct.

Developing partnerships with the private sector
 Involving the private sector in designing anti-corruption strategies, encouraging higher

standards of corporate governance, adopting improved accounting standards and auditing rules to

ensure transparency in business transactions.

Supporting Judicial Reform
A strong judiciary is a key component of any anticorruption effort. Among the reforms

envisioned are merit-based recruitment and promotion, adequate compensation and accountability

of performance. Preliminary assessment conducted by World Bank shows the need to address the

following areas: perception and reality of judicial corruption; case overload and delays; poor working

conditions; alternative dispute-resolution mechanisms and judicial education.
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Conclusion
The link between corruption and development is clear.   Various studies involving different

countries have shown that the more corrupt a government, the more underdeveloped the country

becomes. (UNDP 2004) Poverty becomes more rampant, social services are reduced and investments

in infrastructure and social services are diminished. Corruption fosters an anti-democratic environment

characterized by uncertainty, unpredictability, declining moral values and disrespect for constitutional

institutions and authority. Corruption embodies, not just a governance deficit, but also an amputation

of democratic values and human rights, resulting to poverty and threatening human security.

Corruption is a governance issue because it involves effective functioning of institutions and

management of society thru its political, economic, social and judicial mechanisms. When these

formal and informal institutions break down, laws and policies that ensure accountability and

transparency of the government become harder to implement.

 The ruling groups, at their will, can reduce accountability, either thru lack of transparency or

by declaring certain areas of decision making off limits to scrutiny and intervention. Hence, it is

necessary that a mechanism towards reducing opportunities to monopolize power is in place such

that any actions that may undermine accountability are immediately preempted and disciplined. Ex-

ante or preventive strategies should be the core element of reform.

 Moreover, since this issue is connected with the quality of leaders the country has, it is

important that the anti-corruption effort is centered towards political reform and democratization.

One of the root causes of corruption is extreme personalism and the winner takes all system of

elections. Policies that will neutralize this system should be enacted.

The anti-corruption strategy should be reinforced by a committed leadership and able

management skills to implement the programs and sustain the progress made. Continued reengineering

of the bureaucracy is also necessary, with reforms focused not only on achieving efficiency and

effectiveness, but also instilling a culture of rules in the system. The control of corruption requires

three strategies. First, the formal machinery of monitoring officials and politicians needs to be drastically

improved. There is a need for political will to implement this. Second, this will/ can be generated by

popular pressure. We cannot expect the bureaucrats and politicians who benefit from the political

system to reform themselves. Third, the public must be educated to exert moral and political pressure

to outlaw corruption. The mobilization of such public pressure depends on a clearer understanding

of the modern concepts of public office and public service and a more widespread awareness of the

social costs and political risks which corruption entails.
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Some HINTS in Public procurement

Public Procurement

· Public procurement refers to the process by which public authorities, such as government

departments or local authorities, purchase work, goods or services from companies.

· Covers the procurement where Money is spent from Public Exchequer including Private

sector undertakings providing public service on monopoly basis

· PP was earlier viewed as a clerical function but today it has become an important executive

function in forefront.

Principles of Public Procurement

· Public Procurement (PP) has Four cardinal points- Ethics, Equity, Transparency & Fairness.

· For Personal work, purchases or hire services, we always ensure value for money, good

quality product and timely delivery. So for PP also.

· In case of PP we have to go a little further and additionally ensure that process is done in a

transparent fair and equitable manner.

Consultation- An Activity of Impor t

Consultant plays the role of a strategist and mentor at the same time.

· Do not proceed without consultation

· Do not consult only one person

· Do not consult Too many people

· Choose the Right and Mature Consultant- Sit and listen to him

· Keep Consultant from Advice to Application

· Alternate plan should also be in place always

Keep away “I Know All” Syndr ome.
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Stages in Public Procurement

Pre Tender Stage ( In house stakeholders ).

· Conceptualization

· Project Formulation

· Selection of Consultants

· Detailed Project Report

· Pre Bid meetings

• Remember –

– Formulate project comprehensively to avoid glaring deviations & delays during execution

– Today’s Problems are due to yesterday’s short sightedness and Hurr y.

Sweat Today for Peace Tomorrow

Tender Stage

· Keep in mind the Cannons of PP, Complaints, Vigilance

· Preparation Of Tender Documents

· Inviting & Opening Of Tenders

· Two stage Bidding

· Tender Evaluation

· Award of work.

· Remember
Recording reasons for decision at each stage is important for any back reference
( will also help you in any investigation case)

Execution Stage

· Agreement Documents

· Performance of Contract
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·  Advance payments etc

· Contract provision implementation

· Time lines and cost over runs

· Payments

· Quality Checks

· Dispute Redressal Mechanism

Tips for Smooth Sailing
Pre Tender Stage

· Conceptualization and Formulation: Realistic , actual need based inclusive of Future

planning, Synergy with internal and external stake holders. Application of mind. Remember
Public money is involved, Do not ask for Moon.

· Consultants: Guideline for appointment, Fee structure, Accountability, Role, Time limit etc

· Detailed Project Report: Visit site, actual need and availability of item, conformity in

nomenclature, Role & responsibility of stakeholders, unambiguous, Consult people who

have to execute, Future requirement. Something is available, does not mean we have
to use it. Techno economic feasibility helps.

· Pre Bid meeting: Bring more clarity and remove aberrations

Tender Stage- Detailing and Clarity is Important

· Mode of tendering

· Qualifying Criterion for Vendors/ JVs etc

· Freezing specifications, updating all documents/ instructions of Govt etc

· Number of stages- technical bid, commercial bid etc.

· Uniformity and conformity in specifications

· Necessity of special conditions their implementability, imports, environment and cost etc,

· Dealing with any ambiguity to be specified and published in tender
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· Quantity distribution amongst vendors, Priority to PSU if any to be specified

· Publicity of tender is important, E-tendering

Opening of tender: Prequalification bid, record availability of vendors, initials of authority opening

the tender documents, record aberrations, summary quickly,

Evaluating tenders: Technically suitable valid lowest offers is L-1.Negotiation with L-1 should be

an exception.

Dealing with complaints: Any complaint should be forwarded to TC who should deliberate on it.

Execution Stage

· Read Contract carefully for correct implementation. Consult frequently.

· Timely Dispute redressal is essential

· Do not deviate, change conditions of contract.

· Site register for daily progress

· Authenticity of BG and their validity.

· Documentation is Important.

· Ignoring reply to contractors letter become basis of dispute, arbitration etc.

The Fear  of  Vigilance

· The lurking fear of landing in vigilance cases, even amongst honest employees, withholds

them from giving off their best to the organization.

· Fear arises, because of the uncertainties about the view that would be taken by vigilance

organization, in case of an inadvertent mistake without any mala- fide intention.

· The numerous and ever changing rules also give rise to such fear.

One man commits a theft,

Another aids & abets it,

While the third only harbors the

Intention to commit it.

All the three are thieves
Gandhi ji
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GUIDELINES FOR PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

B. RANI
Dy.CMM/SD/ICF

Tendering and Acceptance

Do’s

Do ensure that sealed quotations are obtained.

As far as possible adopt competitive tendering systems such as open tenders.

Terms and conditions having financial implications on each and every offer is circled and initialed

promptly at the time of the tender opening.

Do ensure that offers are accepted only on the duly signed original tender and not on the letterheads.

 Even if the lowest offer is accepted, ensure rate accepted is reasonable.

Do ensure that security deposits and earnest money deposits are collected from contractors/suppliers

as per rules and when exempted proper reasons are recorded and copy of exemption certificate

should be attached.

Description or specifications should not be changed after invitation of tender.

Be careful about increase/decrease in price revision to taxes and duties while granting extension of

delivery dates.

Do ensure that risk purchases are completed as per the time schedule and also that the risk purchase

claims are lodged on the defaulting suppliers promptly without delay.
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Don’ts

Don’t change inspection clauses after award of purchase order.

Don’t accept delayed or late tenders except when sufficient reasons exist for such a consideration

and that too with the approval of competent authority (Railway Board).

Don’t consider offers modified after opening of tenders.

Don’t allow suppliers to modify their offers at the time of tender opening.

Don’t accept offers with corrections unattested by the tender opening committee members.

Don’t accept unsolicited offers without valid reasons, to be recorded in writing.

Don’t accept single quotation against limited tender in a routine manner without checking the urgency

or reasonableness of rates.

Don’t accept offers with significant deviations from the specifications, as other competitors may be

able to offer even a lower price for the permitted deviations.

Don’t accept a higher offer without recording reasons for passing over the cheaper offers.

Don’t accept an offer to a sample if the tenders are issued to standard specifications.

Don’t exercise powers of sanctioning expenditure to pass an order, which will directly or indirectly

be to its own advantage.

Don’t spend more than the occasion demands prima facie.

Don’t deviate needlessly from the laid down procedure while placing indents for purchases. If there

is a genuine need to do so discuss it with recorded minutes and take approval of Competent Authority.
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Local Purchase

Local purchase has to be done generally to meet the emergent demands of various departments

and in case of low value items. In local purchase, the main elements, which the officer making the

purchase has to ensure, are the right price and the right source from whom the item is available. The

following are the important points of LP:-

Do’s

Do ensure that a register of local purchase sources is maintained after inspection of their capacity by

a duly constituted committee.

Do ensure that quotations are obtained in sealed cover.

Take quotations from genuine firms only.

Avoid cash payments.

Do ensure that enquiries/tenders are sent by rotation to registered suppliers by registered post.

Quotations should be obtained from more than one firm and efforts should be made to verify the

existence of the firms and their capacity cum capability.

The purchase officer shall make no purchase without satisfying himself that the price quoted is

reasonable.

When quotations are collected through bearer, clear nomination should be made on the enquiry and

the bearer so nominated should affix his signature on the envelope containing the quotations. Also,

on opening of the tender, the bearer should be asked to affix his signature on the quotations.

Rate reasonableness should be certified by indentor for NS items and be depot officer for stock

items.
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Covers of quotations and each quotation should be signed by the officer with date.

Corrections and over-writings noticed in the quotations should be attested by the officer opening the

tenders.

Where, repeated occurrence of purchase of NS items is there, effort should be made to make them

as stocked items as the occasions for local purchase will come down.

Even for local purchases, the cardinal principle of purchase, reasonableness of rates is to be adopted

invariably.

Don’ts

Do not split/reduce quantity with a view to bring the purchase within local purchase powers.

Do not entertain indents with unattested corrections.

Don’t modify description of the items so as to make them non-stock items, leading to local purchase.

Do not issue tender unless the existence of the firm has been checked.

Receipt & Inspection (Salient Points)

Dos and Don’ts

Don’t accept a material at the time of inspection with a price cut being offered for sub-standard

quality.

Don’t delay in issue of rejection memo otherwise it will weaken the chances of getting replacement

or recovery of cost thereof.

Don’t accept material without proper brand/identification number.

Do the inspections at schedule time.

Don’t countersign bills for release of payments without exercising necessary and adequate

checks.
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Don’t sign Receipted challan/R Note by sitting in the chamber. Make a practice to sign them while

sitting in the receipt Branch.

Don’t accept any rejected goods or materials.

Reject the pre-inspected material only after joint inspection.

Don’t do book transactions of purchase and issue of the stores (receipt and inspection) without

physical procurement particularly in the consumable item.

Don’t resort to inspection of materials by comparison with sample or to random check, when clear

description and specifications are stipulated in the order.

Don’t allow the materials/purchases received without opening for a long time as this may result in the

forfeiture of your rights to raise a claim on the supplier for shortages/damages.

Don’t accept a supply without checking the seals and the supporting inspection on certificates.

Don’t mix-up the rejected materials with other supplies.

Don’t return the rejected supplies back to the supplier, without taking safeguards against ground

rent due and advance payment already made for the supplies.

Don’t countersign the bills for release of payments without exercising necessary check in regard to

receive of proper material as per specification.

Don’t make entries for the materials, which have not been supplied by the contractor / Party.

While accepting stores items do ensure that the actual inspection of stores including inspection of

different stages of production affords no opportunities for corrupt practices.

Do not entertain open quotations or quotations which are unsigned or appear to be corrected on

terms involving financial implications without being attested by the tenderer.

Never neglect details. When everyone's mind is dulled or distracted the leader must

be doubly vigilant.

        - Colin Powell
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ICF Heralds ‘State of the Ar t’ Air  Conditioned EMU Trainset

S.Srinivas

CDE/MECH & CVO

The Mumbai EMU Train

Integral Coach Factory, Chennai has been in the fore front of providing Train sets for suburban
EMU (Electrical Multiple Unit) services in Mumbai. The Mumbai EMU service is the lifeline of the
Megapolis, helping 7.5 million people commute between home and work spots everyday. Despite
being taxed to its limits, the Mumbai suburban boasts of extremely high efficiency levels with punctuality
record showing figures in excess of 95%.

During peak hours, despite running trains at frequencies of every 2 to 3 minutes, each 12 car
EMU train is packed with more than 6000 passengers, a per coach capacity exceeding 500
passengers which translates to a passenger loading density of a near impossible to imagine figure of
16 passengers per sq.m of area, which is technically called Super Dense Crush Load (SDCL).

3-phase AC Traction

Until the end of 20th century, the EMU train was having DC (Direct Current) propulsion
system, ie. the 1500V DC tapped from OHE (Over Head Equipment) lines through pantograph is
stepped down for powering the DC traction motors attached to each of the axle  of Motor coach.
This was high power consuming rudimentary system. However, with the advent of high power IGBT
(Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor) inverters, 3-phase AC (Alternating Current) propulsion system
has replaced the traditional DC technology. The 3-phase technology uses VVVF (Variable Voltage
Variable Frequency) circuits and microprocessor based TCMS (Train Control & Management
System) to propel the train using 3-phase AC squirrel cage induction motors. This technology also
comes with regenerative braking, by which the 3-phase traction motors work as generators during
braking of train and power is fed back to the OHE. This has resulted in tremendous savings of
energy to the extent of 35% compared to traditional DC propulsion system. ICF was the first to
manufacture EMU trains in india with 3-phase AC propulsion system in 2004.

ICF supplied 130 AC/DC EMU train sets to cater to Mumbai suburban during 2006-2011.
These trains are capable of running either with 25 kV AC overhead traction supply or 1500 V DC
overhead traction supply. Mumbai suburban has been completely switched over to 25 kV AC
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Traction recently. Now, 72 AC EMU train sets are being supplied by ICF. All these new age trains
use 3-phase AC propulsion system.

Air  Conditioning of EMU Train

EMU trains generally have non-A/C coaches. Large doorways and windows are provided
to have adequate air flow even under severe rush. In the event of 600 commuters occupying a
Trailer Car (also called as ‘Super Dense Crush Loading’ - SDCL), serious problem of ‘suffocation’
arises. Thus within minutes of near-total absence of fresh atmospheric air, the concentration of
Carbon-di-Oxide (CO2) rises to unacceptable levels. To get over such uncomfortable situation,
ICF has made provision of ‘Forced Ventilation System’ - a major improvement on these new
generation EMU trains for Mumbai Suburban System, designed to deliver 15000 Cubic Meters of
fresh air into each train coach.

Nevertheless, as a permanent solution to manage overcrowding as well as to provide premium
class travel experience to the suburban traveler, it is felt necessary to have Air Conditioned (A/C)
coaches in the EMU trains.

Designing an air conditioned commuter train that too for the prevailing SDCL conditions was
a challenge for ICF. Several rounds of discussions took place with the users to freeze final design.
The requirement of Mumbai passengers is unique. The present EMU services have designated
compartments partitioned for Ladies, General, Vendors and physically challenged passengers. There
are further sub-divisions like Ladies General, Ladies First Class, and Ladies during peak time and
General during non-peak time etc. The location of these compartments is unique for each railway  –
pattern followed by Western Railway trains is different from that of Central Railway trains. Neither
the operating Railway nor the Users would accept any change. But, all these sub-divided compartments
in the EMU train had to be foregone for the sake of air conditioned train.

Design Methodology

Automatic sliding doors is a mandatory feature of A/C commuter train, which added the
essential safety feature to prevent accidental fall of commuters hanging from doorways. This enables
quick opening/ closing and also adequate Air conditioning inside the coach. Inter coach sealed
gangways are necessary to enable passengers to move between coaches to even out crowding or
for easy evacuation in case one coach is more crowded compared to the adjacent one.  Also,
passengers can use doors in the adjacent coach if any door fails to open due to any reason. If
compartments are partitioned, through passage, access to vestibules will be hindered and hence the
entire train is made as one class – A/C Class - without partitions.
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Standard stainless steel coach body with straight side walls was retained for air conditioned EMU
trains. However, Large windows spread between two doorways were provided with sealed double
glass units for panoramic view.

The unique end walls of EMU coaches have
several Inter-Vehicular couplers (IV Couplers) to carry
control signals and power between coaches. All these
couplers were reoriented on sides of end wall to create
space at the centre for the vestibules.

Motor coach, the power house that propels the
entire train, was designed to house all the power equipment modules of 3-phase propulsion system

like IGBT Traction Inverters, Transformer, Auxiliary
converters for Air conditioning and other hotel loads.
While the transformer was underslung, other modules
were designed for on board mounting with air cooled
arrangement. Thus ,almost  half the on-board space
in Motor Coach had to be set off for the equipment,
while the remaining space utilized for passengers. The
entire propulsion equipment was sourced indigenously
from M/s Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd (BHEL).
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Four motor coaches were available in a 12 car rake, out of which two were Driving Motor

Coaches (DMC) which have driving cab at one end. The other two motor coaches were Non

Driving Motor Coaches (NDMC) which were located in the middle of the rake. Four trailer coaches

were placed between a DMC and NDMC, which form the basic unit of 6 coaches. Another 6 car

basic unit was formed in reverse order and attached together for the 12 car train set. Through

passage between coaches in each 6 car unit through gangways was ensured.

DMC + TC + TC + TC + TC + NDMC + NDMC + TC + TC + TC + TC + DMC
12 car rake formation

The air conditioning equipment, roof package unit each of 15 ton capacity, was mounted

over the roof. Two roof package units were provided in the trailer coaches, while one package unit

was used for motor coaches. The AC package units were mounted clearly over the roof without the

need for a trough arrangement. This arrangement is easy to maintain and would not allow accumulation

of rain water below the package unit. The AC package unit throws cool air through a vortex shaped

passage down to the coach through roof opening strategically located at the extreme ends of coach.

The cool air thus fed at high velocity travels through insulated ducts, which are partitioned to receive

conditioned air from both the AC units. Symmetrically placed opening below the ceiling deliver the

conditioned air through grills into the coach. The interior is so designed to have symmetrical streamlined

diffuser grills that run end to end, which gave a great aesthetic look as well as distributed the air

uniformly into the passenger space. This type of duct design ensured availability of diffuser grills from

end to end of coach ceiling for uniform cooling, unlike in other similar coaches where the ends of

coach are starved of conditioned air due to the space below AC package unit could not accommodate

the air ducts.

A separate air conditioner was provided for the driver cabin, which was mounted behind the

cab inside the LT area (Low Tension current). The driver cab has a HMI monitor to display all

necessary parameters to the driver. The driver desk was ergonomically designed for easy operation

and control by the driver. A mock up of driver desk was put to demonstration at the user end to get

feedback from drivers.  The desk design was frozen only after all the requirements of the user

Railways were taken care.

Interior of the coaches were given special attention to ensure improved ambiance. Aluminium

Composite sheet was chosen for the panels on interior walls and ceiling. This paneling gave rich look
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due to screwless finish with streamlined aluminium

extrusions. Polycarbonate injection moulded seats were

uniformly provided in all the coaches. Aluminium extruded

luggage racks with glass bottom were provided over the

seats on side walls. Switches for fans were built into the

luggage racks.

The flooring was provided for the first time with

aluminium honey comb sub floor (instead of traditional

Compreg – a wood based fire retardant material) with a wear resistant PVC top layer. This flooring

is expected to give trouble free service for coach life. Hand holds with twin prongs made from

injection moulded polycarbonate and mounted on ball-and-socket joints is another unique attraction,

which would last long and provide more holding points for the standing passengers.

The air conditioned train envisages all safety measures essential for the passengers. GPS

based passenger information LED display with announcement were provided at four locations in

every coach. Passenger talk-back facility were provided adjacent to doors, through which passenger

can communicate to driver/ guard in case of emergency. The automatic doors have manual override

handle inside the coach, which shall be used by staff to open / lock the door in case of malfunction.

In addition, one of the doors on each side have provision of external manual operating handle, that

can be used to open door from outside by the staff in emergency.

Standard ICF EMU bogies with air springs in the secondary suspension and steel coil springs

in the primary suspension was adopted for these coaches. Motor coach bogies have been redesigned

to mount the new 3-phase traction motors.

Train Stastics

Ø Max. speed 110 kmph

Ø Passenger capacity

DMC &NDMC TC Per rake

Seating 65 96 1028

Standees 258 488 4936

Total 323 584 5964
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Salient Features

· Stainless steel body coaches with straight side walls

· Air tight gangways available for each 6-coach basic unit.

· 2 x 15 ton capacity roof mounted package units (RMPU) for air conditioning in each coach.

· Roof A/C ducts are insulated and provided with streamlined diffuser grills.

· Separate A/C unit for driver cab.

· Stainless steel aerodynamic nose cone at driving end

· Electrically operated automatic sliding doors with manual override.

· Passenger talk-back facility at each doorway for emergency.

· Operates on 25 kV AC traction

· IGBT based 3-phase AC electric transmission supplied by BHEL. Air cooled onboard
equipment.

· FRP driver desk with sleek controls and LCD display.

· LED destination boards

· 3-seater injection moulded polycarbonate seats in all the coaches.

· Polycarbonate twin handles on SS ball-and-socket joint for hand holding

· Aluminium extruded modular luggage racks with polycarbonate transparent glass at bottom.

· Wide and large double glass sealed windows for panoramic view.

· Wear resistant PVC floor top with Aluminum honey-comb sub-floor.

· Aluminium Composite Panels for interior paneling with concealed screws and aluminium
extrusions.

· GPS based LED displays for passenger information and announcement system.

· Stainless Steel brake piping with Double Ferrule Fittings

· Exterior painting scheme and Signage with  enhanced aesthetic standards

· Regenerative brake and EP brake. Up to 35% Electrical Energy savings due to Regeneration.
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· Microprocessor based control system with built-in fault diagnostics.

· Modular end wall control panels with user- friendly locks

· Provision of Air Spring failure indication in HMI on the driver’s desk.

· Provision of LED based Cab Spot Light and Emergency Light.

· 110VDC operated Electrical Wiper system to improve reliability

· Bogies with air spring suspension in the secondary stage.

The D-day

The first ever air conditioned EMU train manufactured by ICF has been flagged off on

31.03.16. The train is presently undergoing mandatory trial runs at Mumbai (Central Railway) to

check proper working of various sub-systems. Once the trials are completed, the train will be put

into passenger service. ICF plans to make more such trains after getting feedback from the Railway.

Doubt must be no more than vigilance,

otherwise it can become dangerous.

Georg C. Lichtenberg
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RIGHT  TO INFORMA TION
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

(M. Radhakrishnan)
Dy.Secretary/ICF

Q.1 What a citizen can avail from RTI Act 2005?
Right to Information Act, 2005, empowers every citizen to:

• seek any information from public authorities which can be in any form, like records,

emails, models etc.

• peruse and examine any of the government documents.

Q.2 What is Information?
Information is any material in any form. It includes records, documents, memos, e-mails,

opinions, advices, press releases, circulars, orders, logbooks, contracts, reports, papers, samples,

models, data material held in any electronic form.

Q.3 Who is a Public Information Officer?
Public authorities have designated some of its officers as Public Information Officer. They

are responsible to give information to a person who seeks information under the RTI Act.

Q.4 What is the Fee for seeking Information?
The information seeker is required to send, along with the application, a demand draft or a

banker’s cheque or an Indian Postal Order of Rs.10/- (Rupees ten), payable to the Accounts

Officer of the public authority as fee prescribed.

Q.5 Is there any specific Format of Application?
There is no prescribed format of application for seeking information. The application can be

made on plain paper. The application should, however, have the name and complete postal address

of the applicant.

Q.6 What is the method of seeking Information?
The information seeker should make an application to the PIO of the concerned public

authority in writing in English or Hindi or in the official language of the area in which the application

is made, duly remitting prescribed fee. The application should be precise and specific.
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Q.7 Is it required to give any reason for seeking information?
The information seeker is not required to give reasons for seeking information.

Q.8 Is there any assistance available to the Applicant for  filing RTI application?
If a person is unable to make a request in writing, he may seek the help of the PIO and the

PIO should render him reasonable assistance. Where a decision is taken to give access to a sensorily

disabled person to any document, the PIO shall provide such assistance to the person as may be

appropriate for inspection.

Q.9 Is there any information which is exempted from disclosure?
Sub-section (1) of section 8 and section 9 of the Act enumerate 11 types of information

which are exempt from disclosure.   These include information related to scientific, security, economic

interests of the country, breach of privilege of legislatures, life and physical safety of a person, trade

secrets, personal information with no relevance to public interest etc.

Q.10 What is the time limit for supply of Information?
Information to an applicant shall be supplied within 30 days from the receipt of application

by the public authority. If information sought concerns the life or liberty of a person, it shall be

supplied within 48 hours.

Q.11 What is the procedure for preferring appeal?
If an applicant is not supplied information within the prescribed time of thirty days or 48

hours, as the case may be, or is not satisfied with the information furnished to him, he may prefer an

appeal to the first appellate authority who is an officer senior in rank to the PIO. Such an appeal

should be filed within a period of thirty days from the date on which the limit of 30 days of supply of

information is expired or from the date on which the information or decision of the PIO is received.

The appellate authority of the public authority shall dispose of the appeal within a period of thirty

days or in exceptional cases within 45 days of the receipt of the appeal.

Q.12 Is there any scope for second appeal under the RTI Act?
If the first appellate authority fails to pass an order on the appeal within the prescribed

period or if the appellant is not satisfied with the order of the first appellate authority, he may prefer

a second appeal with the Central Information Commission within ninety days from the date on which
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the decision should have been made by the first appellate authority or was actually received by the

appellant.

Q.13 What is Third Party Information?
Third party in relation to the Act means a person other than the citizen who has made

request for information. The definition of third party includes a public authority other than the public

authority to whom the request has been made.  The information held by the third party, treated as

confidential by it, is called third party information.

Q.14 What are the circumstances over which an aggrieved person could prefer a
complaint under this Act to CIC?

· If a person is unable to submit a request to PIO

· If PIO refuses to accept the application

· If access to information requested is refused

· If information is not provided within the time limit

· If incomplete or false information is provided

Q.15 Is there any provision for imposition of penalties on PIO?
The Central Information Commission (CIC), on a complaint or appeal, after hearing both

sides, is of the opinion that the PIO has refused to receive the application or failed to furnish the

information within the time limit or furnished incomplete/false information, it shall impose a penalty of

Rs.250/- each day till the requested information is furnished (not exceeding Rs.25,000/-) on the

PIO concerned.   If circumstances warranted, CIC shall recommend for disciplinary action against

the PIO under the service rules applicable to him.

Q.16 Is it possible to file RTI application online?
Yes, An applicant who desires to obtain any information under the RTI Act 2005 can make

a request through RTI Online Portal (www.rtionline.gov.in) only to the Public Authorities of certain

Ministries / Departments of Central Government in the first phase, as per the list available in the

website.  Fee will be collected online.  A unique Registration Number will be provided to the applicant

which can be used to view status.  Reply from PIO will be either in the normal physical format or

electronically in the email-id provided by the applicant.

Those who corrupt the public mind are just as evil as those who steal from the public purse.
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INQUIR Y
V. Dhanasekaran

SWI/PB/ICF

All inquiry proceedings are to be conducted in terms of Rule 9 of the D&A Rules, 1968.

To conduct an inquiry, the following steps should be adopted:

The Inquiry Officer should have received order of appointment from the Disciplinary Authority

The Inquiry Officer should check Receipt of charge sheet folder.  Copy of the

acknowledgement of charge sheet, initial defence submitted by the delinquent and all original documents

relied upon as mentioned in the annexure III of the charge Sheet.

Check who are the witnesses mentioned in annexure IV of the Charge Sheet and ensure

statements of these witnesses have been made available – if they have not been recorded the case

will be weak as this  gives an opportunity for the witness to become hostile during inquiry.

After having confirmed receipt of the above documents, proceed to summon the charged

employee to appear for a preliminary hearing within 20 days of the order of appointment as Inquiring

Authority

While conducting Inquiry/exparte inquiry all proceedings steps should be undertaken such

as

The cross-examination of each witness should be done.

During the exparte inquiry the Inquiry Officer, if he so feels, can ask leading questions to the

Witness since he is acting on behalf of the DC/CE.

After all the prosecution witnesses have been examined and case of prosecution side is

closed, the delinquent should be asked to submit a defence taking into account what has been

brought out by the prosecution witness. Thereafter, he should again be asked as to how he pleads.

Once this is over, the defence side should be allowed to present its case.  However, if the delinquent

agrees to appear as a defence witness, he is required to be examined first before allowing examination
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of any other defence witness. After the defence has concluded its submissions, the delinquent should

be questioned on the points which are going against him.  After general examination is over, the

delinquent should be asked to submit his brief either orally or in writing.  In case it is submitted orally,

the same should be recorded by IO.  Once the above formalities are over, the IO will give his

findings to the DA.

EX PARTE INQUIR Y

There is a need to understand when an ex-parte inquiry can be conducted and the requirements

to be observed while conducting an ex-parte inquiry.

 An ex-parte inquiry can be conducted for the following reasons:

1) When an employee is absconding, is on unauthorized absence.

2) When an employee though available, refuses to attend the inquiry when summoned.

3) When an employee though available, does not cooperate in the inquiry.

In all ex-parte inquiries, acknowledgement of charge memorandum is a must.  However,

in certain cases, the employee may evade acceptance of the charge memorandum.  It is incumbent

on the part of the Disciplinary Authority to ensure that the charge memorandum is sent to the last

known address of the employee under Registered Post with acknowledgment due and also to all

available addresses on official records.

The refused Registered Post packets received back by the Disciplinary Authority should be

kept on record without opening the packets and thereafter, an ex-parte inquiry can be conducted.

While holding an ex-parte inquiry all the ingredients of the regular inquiry is required to be observed

i.e. holding of preliminary Inquiry, hearing the case of the prosecution side, examination of prosecution

witnesses with relevance to relied upon documents and evidence adduced should be recorded, only

cross examination by the delinquent will not be there.

However, it will be incumbent on the part of the Inquiry Officer to re-examine a witness on

points not getting clarified. After all prosecution witness have been examined, where the delinquent

has not participated, then also the Inquiry Officer has to send the proceedings of inquiry held on a

day to day basis to the delinquent and call for his written brief after waiting for an appropriate

period, the Inquiry Officer shall draw his findings and submit the same to the Disciplinary Authority.
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There is no bar in an individual being allowed to participate in an inquiry, even if an ex-parte

inquiry proceedings has started from any point till the inquiry is concluded. However, prosecution

witnesses already examined till date of delinquent approaching for participation in the inquiry will not

be recalled but copies of deposition of witnesses examined till that day will be handed over to the

delinquent on the first day of participation to enable him to cover up points against him in cross

examination of remaining witnesses.

All further prosecution witnesses will be examined and cross examined in presence of the

delinquent,   relied upon documents brought on record & opportunity for asking of defense Documents/

defense witnesses will be allowed to the delinquent. Further other procedure for conducting of

regular inquiry in this case shall be observed in so far as the delinquent being examined, the defence

witnesses being examined etc. before drawl of inquiry findings.

Holding of ex-parte inquiry will be held to be in violation of Natural Justice if the Inquiring

Authority has started an ex-parte proceedings merely because a delinquent has reported sick on

repeated summons with or without producing a medical certificate.  In such cases, it would be

prudent to ask the delinquent to appear before an authorized Medical Officer nominated for the

purpose and obtain proper certification of sickness or otherwise before proceeding ex-parte.

Holding of ex-parte inquiry will be held not justified if summons for holding of preliminary

inquiry, regular inquiry are not sent to the delinquent on every occasion when inquiries are held.

Holding of ex-parte inquiry will be held not justified if the Inquiry Officer has drawn findings

without sending copy of proceedings of inquiry to the delinquent and waited for an appropriate

period before drawing of findings.

In general we are least aware of what our minds do best.

 Marvin Minsky
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Promoting transparency in HR related activities

D.Nagarajan
Ch.S&W.I/Computer/PB/S

The Personnel Branch of ICF has always been a front-runner in bringing out new innovations

in its workarea thereby simplifying its day to day official activities and also promoting transparency

and easy accessibility of information by its employees.   A web-site (IP address [for users accessing

from other railway]  : http://10.53.20.11/PB  and [for users accessing within ICF] : http://10.53.4.11/

PB ) has been developed in-house long back by the IT trained staff of Personnel Branch which is

very user friendly and is constantly upgraded.

This site contains every employee’s personal details, HR related data viz.,

1. Dynamic fore-casting of Income-Tax,

2. Leave balance,

3. Pass/PTO balance,

4. Password protected Annual Performance Appraisal Report (APAR) etc.

Similarly, the following information are also uploaded in the website instantly by the Personnel Branch.

1. All office orders

2. Quarters allotment orders & quarters waiting list

3. Written examination results/panels

4. All official announcements/notifications issued by the personnel branch

5. Seniority list of various cadres

6. Promotion/transfer orders issued by Personnel Branch

The availability of these details on the web-site, reduces the need for the employees to

approach Personnel Branch for enquiring such information as they are able to view it from anywhere

in ICF.
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Another innovation which has been made recently, is SMS generated information sent to the employees

during the following cases.

1.  Whenever any employee sends a letter to Personnel Branch, as and when it is received at the

Tapal/Dak section of Personnel Branch, a SMS is sent to the employee duly advising him the

receipt of the letter at PB.

2. All Pass/PTO requisition forms submitted by the employee, as and when it is printed, a SMS is

generated and sent to the concerned employee to collect it.

3. On the eve of an employee’s superannuation, a SMS sent informing him about the break-up

amount of their various settlement dues viz., Gratuity, Commutation, Leave Encashment, Group

Insurance, PF etc.

4. Employees who have a grievance can register it on-line, and a SMS is sent to the concerned

Inspector for redressal of the grievance and the employee concerned is also sent a SMS about

the status.

5. Whenever employees apply for withdrawal from PF account, a SMS is sent to the employee

as and when their application is processed at Bills Section/PB.

6. Whenever a promotion order is issued an SMS is sent to the concerned employee.

Apart from this the website also contains

1. Real-time vacancy position of the Holiday Homes and Kalyana Mandapams

2. All day-to-day usage of HR forms

3. Book of sanctions

Recently, a facility has been developed in-house wherein Passes/PTOs can be applied through

on-line and in confirmation a SMS is sent to the concerned user.

It has always been the continuous endeavour of the personnel branch of ICF to constantly

upgrade the PB website and provide access to employees of information they require.  To avoid

misuse of employee’s data, care has also been taken to provide restrictions to data access in the

form of password wherever necessary.
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United Nation’s Ethical concepts and principles

Some ethical concepts and principles that relate to the procurement process are:

1. Loyalty and respect for rules and regulations

2. Integrity

3. Impartiality and fairness

4. Transparency

5. Confidentiality

6. Avoidance of appearance of impropriety

7. Due diligence.

1. Loyalty and respect for rules and regulations

UN procurement officers are charged with the highest standards of loyalty and discretion.

When undersigning the ‘Oath of Office’, UN staff members promise:

“. . . to exercise in all loyalty, discretion and conscience the functions entrusted to me as an

international civil servant of the United Nations, to discharge these functions and regulate my conduct

with the interests of the United Nations only in view, and not to seek or accept instructions in regard

to the performance of my duties from any Government or other authority external to the organization.”

Article 100 of the United Nations Charter requires UN staff members to, “refrain from any

action which might reflect on their position as international officials responsible only to the organization.”

Article 101, Para. 3, of the United Nations Charter states: “the paramount consideration in

the employment of the staff and its determination of the conditions of service shall be the necessity of

securing the highest standards of efficiency, competency, and integrity….”

In summary, the UN procurement officer should:

Stand by decisions that are in the organization’s interest even if they are unpopular.

Understand the rules and regulations pertaining to his or her profession and organization.

Know why the rules and regulations are necessary.

Know what caused the rules and regulations to be enacted.

Respect the need for the formality of rules and regulations.
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Interpret and apply rules in accordance with their intent.

Be able to perform procurement responsibilities effectively and efficiently and still abide by

the pertinent rules.

Permitted exceptions to requirements should be kept to a minimum and be fully justified and

documented. If a rule or regulation must be reconsidered or changed, the procurement officer should

pursue the appropriate process to submit the recommended revision through established channels

and include complete documentation to explain and justify the proposed change.

During this process, the existing regulations, rules and procedures must be followed. The

procurement officer must perform regulated tasks consistently according to the specified procedures

and take a leadership role to help co-workers and stakeholders understand and follow them as well.

2. Integrity

UN procurement officers are expected to maintain superior standards of integrity and moral

values. The International Civil Service Advisory Board identifies integrity as, “one of the fundamental,

if not paramount, standards of conduct” which is, “underlined in Article 101 of the United Nations

Charter and explicit or implicit in corresponding articles of the basic instruments of the specialized

agencies.” Their report explains:

“Integrity, while perhaps not subject to exhaustive and precise definition, must be judged on

the basis of the total behaviour of the person concerned. Such elementary personal or private qualities

as honesty, truthfulness, fidelity, probity and freedom from corrupting influences, are clearly included.

For the international official, however, the Charter also requires integrity as a public official, and

especially as an international public official. Perhaps the clearest expression of this is the fact that he

has dedicated himself to regulate his conduct with the interests of the international organization only

in view. It follows that he must subordinate his private interests and avoid placing himself in a position

where those interests would conflict with the interests of the organization he serves.”

“The concept of integrity enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations embraces all aspects

of behaviour of an international civil servant, including such qualities as honesty, truthfulness,

impartiality, and incorruptibility. These qualities are as basic as those of competence and efficiency,

also enshrined in the Charter…”

Cultural differences including nationality, ethnicity, industry or profession, must be set aside.

Generic principles of integrity that extend beyond and rise above such differences must be allowed
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to prevail, especially in connection with the business transactions conducted by UN procurement

officers.

Integrity, to a procurement officer in the international marketplace, means believing that the

public trust is so important that it cannot be compromised. A procurement officer should therefore

demonstrate integrity by:

Upholding the principles of the United Nations Charter.

Demonstrating the values of the UN, including impartiality, fairness, honesty, and truthfulness,

in daily activities and behaviours.

Acting without consideration of personal gain.

Resisting undue political pressure in decision making.

Not abusing power or authority.

Taking prompt action in cases of unprofessional or unethical behaviour.

3. Impartiality and fairness

In a report by the International Civil Service Advisory Board ‘impartiality’ features as a key

requirement. The report states:

“Impartiality implies objectivity, lack of bias, tolerance, restraint - particularly when political

or religious disputes or differences arise. The staff member’s personal views and convictions remain

inviolate, but he has not the freedom of a private person to “take sides,” to enter a dispute as a

partisan, or publicly to express his convictions on matters of a controversial nature, either singly or

as a member of a group. Just as the practice of impartiality will strengthen the secretariat, repeated

instances of partiality, or bias, will do serious harm to the organization”.

According to The concise Oxford dictionary of current English, “fair” is defined as “just,

unbiased, and equitable; in accordance with the rules”. In the context of impartiality and fairness and

accordance with the definition above, the procurement officer should:

Set aside all personal and organizational biases.

Apply the same standards of evaluation to all the suppliers (equal treatment).

For example, if one supplier requests additional information, all suppliers should receive that

information at the same time. Or, if one offer is disqualified in the evaluation process and the award

placed with the next highest priced offer, the reason for disqualifying the lower offer must be applied

to all evaluations uniformly.
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Fairness implies being reasonable as well as impartial, and treating the UN’s trading partners

with professional, businesslike courtesy, as well as with strict adherence to the policies and procedures

for conducting the transaction.

4 .Transparency

Transparency means unimpeded visibility. Because public procurement involves the use of

and accountability for public funds, transparency is, perhaps, paramount in all procurement activities.

All transactions are subject to scrutiny but not all organizations experience such scrutiny to

the degree of the UN. Therefore, procurement officers and assistants must always conduct themselves

in such a way that any scrutiny would not damage the UN or its leaders, member organizations,

staff, or programmes.

There are two degrees of transparency:

?  internal scrutiny

?  external scrutiny.

Internal scrutiny

Internal scrutiny is transparency within the UN, such as examination conducted by internal

auditors. It seeks to ascertain compliance with the UN’s own standards by the UN’s own compliance

officers.

External scrutiny

External scrutiny is transparency outside the UN, such as examination by Member States,

the press, external auditors, or other outside observers. It refers to the notion that almost anyone

can observe UN activities and watch how the UN conducts its business.

Only when something is truly of a confidential nature, such as proprietary data belonging to

a supplier, or proposals being evaluated prior to contract award, should confidentiality be given a

higher priority over transparency while still maintaining an overall transparent process.

Even though details of pricing data or trade secrets may be held confidential, procurement

officers should always assume that how they do their work is available to the public.

5.  Confidentiality

Confidentiality needs extra consideration in UN procurement, due to the delicate nature of

the information that is handled in procurement processes, such as pricing of products, marketing
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strategies, etc. A breach in the confidentiality of the data handled in the procurement process could

result in discredit of the UN and distrust from governments, partners or suppliers.

The concept of confidentiality is repeated in several instances in the Code of Conduct

documented in the Standards of Conduct in the International Civil Service 2001; ST/SGB/2002/13,

Regulation 1.2 (i) and V, 35. It states that:

“Staff members shall exercise the utmost discretion with regard to all matters of official

business. They shall not communicate to any Government, entity, person or any other source of

information known to them by reason of their official position that they know or ought to have

known has not been made public except as appropriate in the normal course of their duties or by

authorisation of the Secretary General. These obligations do not cease upon separation from service.”

“The disclosure of information may seriously jeopardise the efficiency and credibility of the

organization. International Civil Servants are responsible for exercising discretion in all matters of

official business. They must not divulge confidential information without authorisation. Nor should

international civil servants use information that has not been made public and is known to them by

virtue of their official position to private advantage. These obligations do not cease upon separation

from service.”

Confidentially might seem in contradiction with transparency, but what this means is, the way

the overall procurement process is conducted needs to be clear and transparent, while truly proprietary

data needs to remain confidential.

6.  Avoidance of the appearance of impropriety

In the private sector, appearances are tempered by the wishes or standards of the

organization’s leadership. Employee behaviour is judged according to legality and the satisfaction of

owners or customers. However, international public-sector procurement officers must adhere to

more conservative standards.

UN procurement officers must be constantly aware of how their actions appear to outside

observers. Observers may not understand the pressures of their profession. UN procurement officers

should always behave in such a way that observers could not misconstrue their actions as improper.

This added dimension of the appearance of impropriety places an extra responsibility on

procurement professionals. What people think on observing a UN staff member is not trivial. What
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people think of the procurement officer’s behaviour can be the basis of major scandals based on

misunderstandings and erroneous information that can damage an organization’s effectiveness in

achieving its mission. In an international arena, the damage can be immense and even unthinkable.

Acting properly in a “technical” sense is not enough; avoiding even the appearance of

impropriety is also necessary. This appearance must be anticipated in the most conservative terms

considering how varied the cultures are of those who observe UN activities.

UN staff members in almost all environments are strongly advised to avoid such appearances.

The newspapers are full of stories about people who did not avoid appearances of impropriety.

Not all societies have the same standards or traditions about what is proper and what is not.

It is important to recognise cultural differences in appearances and to anticipate, in the most

conservative terms, what might be perceived as improper conduct (“conservative” does not mean

the same thing to staff from different cultures).

7.  Due diligence

Due diligence in the context of UN procurement refers to carrying out duties carefully and

thoroughly and avoiding careless practices or techniques. Due diligence requires that all activities by

procurement officers be pursued in a manner that goes beyond the minimum effort. For example,

diligent UN procurement officers should:

? check the references of potential suppliers

? develop impartial evaluation criteria

? carefully analyse the offers received.

? not cut corners for the sake of convenience.

Integrity without knowledge is weak and useless, and

knowledge without integrity is dangerous and dreadful.
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VIGILANCE – A MANAGEMENT  PERSPECTIVE

Today the Public Sector/ Public Sector undertakings in the country play a significant role in

the economic as well as social development of the country.  Further, the spectrum of public sector

ranges from monopolistic nature like Internal air traffic, Life Insurance etc. to highly competitive

fields like Textiles, Banking.  Today these Public Sector are no longer regarded as large commercial

concerns judged on their commercial results but have in varying degrees wider objectives than

commercial concerns in private sector.  They deal with tax payers’ money and are therefore

accountable to Parliament.  They are subject to public criticisms and criticisms in the press.  Unlike

the private commercial organization where individuals count more, in these public sector, the systems

have to work more than individuals.  Under such circumstances, there is a need for a strong vigilance

organization in the PS/PSUs with a set of rules to regulate the conduct of the employees of these

organizations.

2.      Vigilance has to be looked upon as one of the essential components of management.  It is as

important a segment in an organization like Finance, Personnel, Technical and Marketing.  If the

vigilance set up is effective in an organization, it will certainly ensure the functioning of the other

segment like Finance, Personnel, Technical and Marketing in an efficient way.  It has therefore to be

given a rightful place in the management.

3.        Though the work ‘vigilance’ is liked neither by an honest officer nor a dishonest officer, yet its

absence will be harmful to the organization.  It is like a Bitter Pill.  For the health of the organization,

the Bitter Bill has to be administered.  Like a Bitter Pill, the administration of vigilance will taste sour.

But in the long run, it will be in the good health of an organization.

4.         The objective of vigilance is to ensure that the management gets the maximum out of its

various transactions.  In the filed of purchases, it should get the quality product at competitive rates.

In the field of sales, it should get the maximum realization for its products at the minimal selling cost.

In the filed of personnel, it recruits the best talented people and keeps the morale of the people high.

Likewise, in anyone of its transactions, it should endeavour to get the best.  Unlike in private

organizations (mostly individual concerns) where individuals whose interest are totally centered round
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on the profitable functioning of the organization, in public sector organizations it is rather difficult to

inculcate that culture without a vigilance set up.  The presence of a vigilance set up will enable the

management to enable the presence of that culture.

5.          Vigilance is not something external.  It should be accepted as an essential part of management.

Vigilance connotes watchfulness.  It is not the purpose of vigilance to wait for lapses to be committed

and then try to conduct post mortem.  What is more important than punitive vigilance is preventive

vigilance.  In short, management should be interested in preventive vigilance measures.  If adequate

attention is paid to preventive vigilance side, many vigilance cases will not arise.

6.       Preventive vigilance calls for constant review of rules, procedures and practices which afford

scope for corruption.  Some of the salient features of preventive vigilance in different segments of

organization are enumerated below:

I. Purchases

i) Should be invariably on a public tender basis.

ii) Whenever limited tender is resorted to, enquiries should be sent only by certificate

of posting and adequate notice be given to participate in tender.

iii) Further, tenders should be both for technical and financial bids.

iv) Technical bids should be scrutinized and approval of samples made before financial

bids are opened.

v) Once the samples are approved, then the lowest price concept should be

implemented in awarding purchase contracts.

vi) List of suppliers should be reviewed periodically.

vii) Adherence of purchase conditions to be monitored.

viii) Delivery of samples should be got checked with basic samples.

ix) Review of settlement of bills of parties.
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   II. Sales

i) Fixation of prices as well as deliveries to be monitored.

ii) Quality assurance,

iii) Review of dealers performance,

iv) Review of discounts  extended,

v) Review of sale of substandard and damaged items and

vi) Review of presentation of bills.

   III. Transport

i) Should be done only on public tender basis.

ii) Evaluation of the performance of transporters on a periodical basis.

   IV. Civil and Electrical Works

i) Strict adherence to the procedure in the execution of works.

ii) Surprise checks of measurements, quality of material etc.

    V. Inventory

i) Surprise check of stores both for quality and quantity.

ii) Review of stores lying unused for long time.

    VI. Finance

i) Settlement of payments by A/c payee cheques,

ii) Dispatch of cheques by certificate of posting instead of hand delivery,

iii) Review of debtors list,

iv) Obtaining confirmation of balances outstanding from parties.
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    VII. Personnel

i) Periodical rotation of officers/staff in sensitive posts,

ii) Review of the immovable properties return of the individuals.

iii) Proper implementation of the Conduct, Discipline and Appeal Rules like weeding

out corrupt officers in pubic interest.

iv) Dispensation of unwanted procedures and practices,

v) Streamlining procedures for recruitment.

vi) Institution of an  effective grievance procedure machinery.

7. The aforesaid are some of the general aspects of preventive vigilance measures that could

be adopted in public sector.  But they will vary depending upon the type of activity, size of the unit,

the areas of operation etc.  However, the point to be borne in mind is that preventive vigilance

measures help the management to get optimum results from the different activities.

8. It is also necessary to have close liaison with CBI on a periodical basis so that the organization

has the advantage of having information from external front also.

9. To conclude, it may be said that all these procedures could work well only if there is a total

commitment and honesty on the part of management in implementing them.  Let us therefore dedicate

ourselves to be honest to implement the vigilant procedures effectively to make these public sector

function in an effective way so that they could reach the commanding heights in the economic and

social development of the country.

 Quality is never an accident. It is always the result of intelligent effort.

John Ruskin
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CASE STUDIES

1. Vigilance conducted incentive check in Mechanical & Electrical production shop. During

the check many lapses were noticed.   The following system improvements were proposed

for implementation

a. Document all base time in intranet.

b. Reassessment of base time by third party.

c. Periodical auditing of computation sheet.

d. Conducting work study in the following area

  i.  Direct & Indirect worker utilization.

ii.    M&P utilization.

iii.  Men idle & Missing hours.

Preventive check resulted in man power cost savings to the extent of Rs 4.5 Crores per

annum.

2. Daily around 45 trucks of materials were received at ICF. During preventive check some

irregularities were noticed. Stores department has been advised to outsource the loading/

unloading activities.

3. Preventive check was conducted in the quality of RITES passed item honey comb partition

frame. During the check it was noticed that the material was passed by the RITES Inspecting

Engineer without conducting fire resistance property. The case is under investigation.

4. As a part of preventive check, checks were conducted in the quarters to detect for sub-

letting of quarters. It was noticed that twelve employees had sublet their railway

accommodation.  DAR action and recovery of rent were recommended against the delinquent

employees.

5. During the Vigilance check in payment of night duty allowance, it was noticed that one of the

artisans was paid Rs 35,000 as Night Shift allowance. On scrutiny of records it was noticed
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that the year was wrongly entered by Time Office staff as 2015 instead of 2016. Based on

the Vigilance recommendation validation rule was introduced in the program. On further

study it was observed that Rs 2.50 Lakhs excess payment was made to staff in other cases.

All the excess payment was recovered.

6. During the Vigilance check in payment of salary to staff, it was noticed that payment was

made to one of the accounts staff after his Inter Railway Transfer to Southern Railway.

Based on the vigilance recommendation excess payment was recovered. Administrative

action taken against the delinquent employees.

There has been a most Providential Guidance which the want of

prudence, vigilance, or judgement has not impeded, and it is here that we

can most clearly see the designs of God.

- Catherine McAuley
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DISCLAIMER

This Bulletin is purely for the purpose of providing guidelines and is intended for

official use only and should not be quoted as authority in any official reference or

produced in a court. A reference, wherever necessary, should always be made

to the original orders on the subject.
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